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Considerable developmeat work :ias been carried out at the New Mexico
Institute of Mining and Technology (ref. t) on the design of a warhead,
which, when detonatedo wot.ld expel rods joined together so an to form an
expanding circle of metal, Thisp it is hoped, would be capable of
cutting through an aircra:t and so xi.hieve the structural damage which
earlier designs, using shxt diacrole bar fragnents failed to produce.
The fabrication of such a novel warhead introduces many difficulties
which can only be gradually surmourted by a lengthy process of trial and
error (ref.1,2), which iE not yet ucaleted for no one method of manufac-
ture produces consistent round to i.und 1-rfonoanoe. However in 1953
the Unites States workeris oonsider-d (ref.1) that a stage had been reached
at which the feasibility of their sesembly and means of ejection were
established sufficiently for same trials to be atteipted to check the
damaging power against various structural portions of aircraft. Reports
so far available (ref.1l indicate that only ten warheads have been fired
in an arena in dhch theo targets were aircraft wing., mostly of the 7F7
type, but one B29 wing iection was LncludoA. Of the tote,. if ten -. r€ot
wins attacked it was judged that nL;,m, ncluaiPS the tougher area of
the inboard section of the B29 wing, had suatained %" otepory iemage.
The single failure to kill a wing wu* ascribed to the rod's breaking tr
before arriving at the target. In t,11 these tests the rod approached the-
targets in a direction nearly norma:L to the'plane of the wing skin so
that no information was obtained ab) t the effect the direction of strike
would have on the aount of damage 1roduced. Doubts have been expressed
in the United Kingdom (ref.3) as to yhether the continuous rod mould be
as effeotive against the wing stzuttres as it might possibly be against
fuselage sections where there are no cconentrated load carrying members.
Despite this limitation of damaging ower and the faot that it is
difficult at present to manotu |e 1. design to peform consistently it
eP ear to be worthwhile to consider what are the chances of hitting an
aircraft in an attack 1W a ocntinuo rod. It is the purpose of the
present memorandum to make suoh an assesment, taking into account the
warhead weight, rod langth and sectioa, rod velocity unA rate of
eqeansion, the direction of attack# tie vulnerability of the various
sections of the target and the sffect of fCsing and guidance errors
likely to oco'.

2 Yunnwability 2C the T.U.4 to thsCci.ntwAw1-

Since a model of the T.U.4. onmst.letd oae €onvianit scale was
immediately available the present at siy omsi ders the T.U.4 a the target,

nowa 20,095
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the followng setions of whi e Dt. e

invun-erable to the ouitinous rod# so $ar as-sttw'al kills are
oncerned:-

the engines,
the first three feet of the fluela,4 measured '.rm the nose,
the first nine feet of each wing measured frcm the wing tip,
together with a band three feet wide along the trailing edge.

Por strikes on the tail seotion, to be effective it was at first
considered that both tail planes would have to be :tt away, and as this
would occur so selom in the attacks being studied here# it was decidel
to regard the tail section as virtually invulnerable - an usption

hich now b little credence (ref.8) but the mderestimation introduced
in this way is of small numerical significance.

Strikes on the remaining portions of the stricture will, it is
assumed, destroy the aircraft very soon after 3rs; that is the damage
will be certainly category 'A' - often it may even be category K
(immediate kill) provided that the outs eton& halfway roxad the fuse-
lage, or ~bent cho*a across the wings. A further restriction has
been i osed for strikes on the wings, namely that the obliquity of
approach of the rod, (measured by the angle bet'een the normal to the
wing surface and a generator of the cone on t7a, surface of which the rod
expands) be less than same value, which in the absence of experimental
data, has been fixed at Q50. In the simulatoor work the measuring of
this angle prved0 to be partioularly difficult, and so the angle actually
measured was that between the normal to the surface and the direction of
the lateral expansion of the rod. The criterion to be satisfied by this
angle was chosen to be 300 - whvih, it is be.eved, will tald rather to
overcoqnpasate for the inaccuracy introduced by this procedure.

These estimates of vulnerability are b ated partly on United States
findings and partly on Judicious extrapolatiba of the results of damage
produced by 3/8" squere discrete rod fraW.arts in trials carried oit in
tho United Ngdoms (ref.4), United Statei workers claim that 1/4" square
section rod wil be capable of severing 75' of

(a) t;he upper or lower half of the fwi (chord-
%Ise tbetween spars)

(b) th upper cr lowet' hali' of the fuselage
(apanwise).

There in, however, only mcagre experimntal evidence to support thislam
so until trials have been 3cndaod to tot the efreativwes at the
ontinuous roO, both of tha 1/4" square section &ai 318" stuare sectiou,

against heavy struOural intbe e attacked. fro all lAieti , the Talwity
0f the eatlawtes of valner ablity remaire open to tiwtiou.

The oontinous rod Qese in tbhs vpA consists of 3/80 x 318" &"are
steel rod, werljlAg, 150 IV#~ with atcyGIl lUWh of ~oIm 110- 1~ feetot;
whea to~ly wess".1t W044 tb 0rin CO~ of ft AV 1tW dAWMP
require.a to =el the roA was, dwe IW using the se v4 of, the 4Am'e/
case weight-ratio (o.44) as *as aseA. "r the United States waters, sbo
mesred the r"sutW4- volact;W o e -4u.I.9 -1 e 1W 4N ft/ep. - th
toal wight of the wixhead Ien th" s -Ith. IA 7iM -OM"t Ih

since *0~ *so** VQO -to ~tWxt~h. 00m 0OPWO

slowOMY h" o VaO V t" Xat* W," W*
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In ordert o take aocunt of the motion oft he target between the
instant of detonation and the rod strike some quantitative measure of the
rod expansion is nooessary. If o denotes the loss of lateral velocity
(in ft/seo per ft rod radius) suffered by the ring in expanding to radius
r (ft), and is assume& to be constant, then it oan easily be shown that the

time to expand to radius r is given implicitly by r = 4 1 - o"
Vo (ft/sec) is the initial lateral velocity. The United States workers
measured the retardation of the velocity of the rod as it mcpanded,
obtaining the value 15 ft/sec per ft rod radius expanded. This figure
includes retardation due to the atmosphere (at ground level) as well as
that due to loss of energy incurred during expansion. There is at present
not much information available on the atmospheric retardation of a
continuous ro4, nor of discrete rode, so to e first approximation this
value has been used on the assumticn that it will still be valid at the
altitude of the actual attack.

Once the rod reaches its maximum size, it is assumed that any enera'
remaining causes the rod to break upp and that then it becanes harmless.
A slight bonus in lethality may actually be available (ref.4) from the
damage caused by the portions of the rod after break-up, but n: account is
taken of such possibilities in the present study.

4 The Euperimental Procedure

Of several methods, considered for estimating the probability of
hitting a target, it was soon found that only me, using the R.A.B.
Lethality Engagement Simulator Nk.I, (ref.5), did not imply invalid or
inadmissible assumptions regarding the nature of the encounter or behaviour
of the rods. The engagement simulator was modified by fitting a 1/50
scale solid model of the T.U.4 in place of the representational target
normally used in fragmentation studiesp and by fitting on the missile
trolley a bar of length proportional to the mamimum radius the continuous
rod could attain when fully ewpanded (50 ft). In this wy an analogue
simulation was provided of the encounter, enabling a detailed study to be
carried out of the manner in which the rod would strike a target for any
chosen direction of attack. The measurements made consisted in finding
the extent of the regions fron within *doh the warhead could be detonated
to expel the red and hit a vulnerable part of the target, subject to the
restrictions on obliquity etc mentiobed in section 2 above. Some
practical difficulties encountered during the measurements arose because
the simulator had not been designed for this task. As a result, the
determination of the obliquity of a particular strike was occasionally
difficult# but once some experience and confidence had been acquired in
handling the simulator, results of a reasonable consistency were finally
obtained# the lethal smas being dateroined to within five feet.

5 3nocunter Conditions and Fume AssiMvtions

5.1 Directions of Attack_

The alalator adi s w~e carried out for two directions or attack -
the first fra 40 off ahead9 40 below the bomber; and the other from a
direction 41o off aha*d, abeam the bober; in both oases the missile was
assumed to be travelling at 2000 ft/seo and the target at 500 ft/sso.

5.2

The time of fliht of the zod is deflne by the time taken to reach
its mwaim dimaster - in the pres et ose the r d v1 empand to tIs

s56AA 20095
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size in about 12.5 milliseonds. Because of this short time of flight a
constant looking angle type of fuse pro-set to 700 has bee used. It was
found that for both direotions of attack a wing tip would be the first
portiom of the aircraft to be sighted, henOe, in order that the
detonation occur within the region where hits oculd be made, it would be
necessary to introduce a delay; the effect of various delays on the
lethality is caamined below.

6 Rsults and Discussion

The manner in which the fuze delay affects the lethality can be
seen from igE.l, where various delays have been used for both directions
of attack, assuming the absence of fuze performance errors. It is
apparent that the best delay for one of the directions is not the best
for the otherp but as it is unlike3,y that more than one delay can be
adlowed for in the fuse, inspection of Figs. 1 (a) and 1 (b) shows that the
best chance of itting the target when attacking from either of the two
directions studied would be obtained by introducing a delay of 40 feet.
Accodingly a uniform delay of 40 ft has been used to obtain Fig.2 which
shows the effect the direction of attack has on the lethality, In Pig.2
the lethality is expressed as a function of the radial R.M.S, Miss Distance,
assuming a circular normal distribution of the missile trajectories about
a central trajectory passing through the centre of the bomber. Variations
in fuse performance have been taken into account by introducing a linear
R.M.S. fusing error of 20 ft. Other curves in Pig.2 illustrate the extent
of the change in lethality produced when a 60 ft space delay and R.M.S.
linear fuzing error of 30 ft are used for both directions of attack. For
convenience in the calculations a space delay has been used herep but in
practice the delay would be introduced by a mechanism operating after a
pre-set time, implying of course a space delay varying v.ith the closing
encounter velocity. However in the present case the closing velocity
for the two directions of attack studied here is the same, so that the
results shown in the diagrams apply to both types of delay.

A carparison of the continuous rod with a fragnenting warhead and
an external blast warhead of similar weights and under similar conditions
of encounter and fuse performance is made in ig.3. The fragAenting
warhead lethality includes estimates of its blast and direct hit
capabilities, whereas the continuous rod assessment includes direct hits
but has ignored any blast bonus that might be available. It can be shown,
using the first modifioation of leno's formulae, that for the present desig,
the blast bonus would not necessarily be negligible ainoe -the effect would be
equivalent to the blast from a bare explosive charge of 40 lb. It should
be noted in Fig.3 that the lethality of the blast warhead# and the frag-
menting warhead, is not unity when the R.M.S. Miss Distance is zero partly
because of the fusing errors and partly because a uniform delay ozmot
ensure that the warhead will detonate within the region in which direct
hits must occur. In making oaMariscns in Fig-.3 it has to be borne in
mind that the lethality of the continuous rod is dependent on the
assuqptions made regarding its damaging powers, so that at worst the
results shown here are hit chances, while at beat they are cat.A kill
chances in vhich case the continuom rod would ompare very favourably with
the other more conventional warheads. As y$ it has nab bees possible to
make close omparisons with shaped charge or subproecotile warheads.,

A similar assement to the above has been made for a continuous rod
for Talcs (ref.6,7), but without using a simulator so that no acomit was
taken of the obliquity# nor the extent of a out, of At00a3 strikes.
The calulations regarding gddao and " o fuin$ are similar to
thos e usd heoe exoit that the fus perfouaoe for Talos is assumed to
be idml, i.e. no fuzing errors ae included It is howevr not possible

$11UT- I, 0URW
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to compare the results direct, as the Talos warhead is much
bigger than that considered above - it produces a rod with a maximum
diameter of 260 ft ocmpared with 100 ft for the one used here - so that it
is to be expected that the kill chances would be higher than those derived
in the above work.

When total warhead weight (excluding end plates) is taken into
account, the design discussed above can be inoarporated more readily into
the Seaslug missile than the Red Duster missile. If, howeverp the rod
were of 5/16" square section the 100 ft diameter rod would be produced
fra a warhead of 164 lb total weight. The fuselage remains vulnerable
to this rod tot he same extent as in the discussion above, but damage to
the wing will depend rather on the direction of approach - the whole of
the top skin# it is believed of the outboard section (apart, of course,
from the invulnerable portion mentioned in section 2) will be vulnerable
to this rodj, whereas on the underside only 50% of the interapar section
will be vulnerable. The obliquity considerations apply as before.

7 Further Work

It is desirable that the damaging power of the continuouE rod be
verified bV trial against representative aircraft structures attacked fron
various directions - only then can the potentialities suggested above be
confirmed.

Since the simulator work was ccmpleted. sufficient information has
become available on possible future targets (Type 37, Type 39) for models
of these to be constructed; further modifications have been made to the
simulator and a new method of assessment (arising partly from experience
gained in the work of the present paper) has been developed, so that work
has been started on a long term study of second generation warheads, which
will include further studies of the continuous rod designed to be fitted
into existing and future G.W. projects. Sane account wll have to be
taken of the atmospheric retardation of the rod - arn empirical formula
has recently became available (ref.7) which may assist in this respect.
In addition, future assessments will have to take aocount of the evidence
in same recent trials on the performance of continuous rods, suggesting

JI that the rod begins to break-up before reaching the maximum radius
theroetically possible.

8 Conclusions

(1) Provided that trials confirm the destructiveness assumed here,
of the continuous rod, it can be oconcluded that it coupares very favourably
with the existing fragmenting and erternal blast warheads.

(2) The lethality depends on the direction of attack and on the
fusing - though to a lesser extent than the fragmenting warhead@ as is to
be expected since the latter has to attack only a few aispersed &Wlicated
omaponmnts in the target. The blast warhead is less sensitive to fusing
than the continuous rod# but under equal conditions of enoounter the
results in the present paper suggest that the continuous rod appears to be
more effective than the blast warhead.

The author wishes to acknowledge the useful avice and discussion
with Mr. J. K. B. Clayton, also the assistance of Miss A. Smith Ld
Visa J. Sreaftoy in udertaking the ucperlmental nd numeioal wai.
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